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Tony Schwartz's recent post The Magic of Doing One Thing at a Time (http://blogs.hbr.org/schwartz/2012/03/the-magicof-doing-one-thing-a.html) made a convincing case for staying focused. His claim that multitasking reduces individual
productivity by about 25% is well supported by a mountain of research (http://www.ics.uci.edu/~gmark/CHI2005.pdf) and
other evidence (http://www.amazon.com/The-Myth-Multitasking-Doing-Nothing/dp/0470372257) .
Schwartz argues that it's up to individuals and managers to avoid the multitasking trap. But I look at it a different way:
ultimately, it's up to institutions to make sure employees are focused. Businesses and government agencies that are
serious about improving productivity need to tackle this as an organizational initiative.
With increasing automation in every aspect of organizational work, people tend to be left with tasks that require
judgment, thought, and creativity - precisely the kind of tasks that require focused effort and are most hurt by the
distractions of multitasking. Moreover, because most work emerges from collective, rather than individual, efforts, the
losses caused by multitasking multiply and spread. Here's how:
Multitasking workers keep others waiting for their output. When people do not have everything they need to take a
task to completion, they either begin work with incomplete inputs — only to be interrupted later — or they start on new
tasks, which reduces focus and the quality of work.
When managers multitask, even small decisions can take days. Instead of spending, say, a quality 15 minutes with
people, they can afford only a rushed and ineffective two to three minutes.
Every task seems equally urgent. As a result, truly critical issues and genuine bottlenecks can't be identified, and the
organization wastes its resources solving the wrong problems.
I would estimate the net loss in productivity at 50% to 75% for an organization, compared with the 25% figure for
individuals.
Most importantly: it's far easier to stop organizational multitasking than to change individual habits. Organizational
multitasking happens when people's day-to-day task priorities are out of sync. People don't get the inputs and support
they need from others in a timely manner, or are constantly pressured to do "more urgent" tasks first. So they stop what
they're working on and start other tasks. Changing individual habits is very difficult, but all that is needed to stop
organizational multitasking is a process for synchronizing task-level priorities. With synchronized priorities, people can
focus on one task at a time and take it to completion without interruptions.
Organizations can improve things with three simple steps:
1. Reduce the number of open projects by 25% to 50%. Fewer projects means fewer tasks and, therefore, less
confusion about task level priorities. Moreover, managers and experts can also be more responsive because they
have fewer issues and questions to deal with at any one time. Working on fewer projects is counterintuitive, but it
works. We find that simply reducing the number of open projects by 25% to 50% can double the task completion
rates.
2. Don't start on a project without adequate preparation. Well begun is half done, as the idiom goes. If you have
everything (i.e., good specifications, clear goals, and the necessary inputs) in place before starting a project, you
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encounter fewer questions and issues in execution. The dependence on managers and experts is reduced, and work
gets done faster.
3. Establish a clear rule for task-level priorities. For simple projects, a simple rule — project priority equals task
priority — is sufficient. Project priorities are clearly communicated to everyone in the organization and whenever
there is a priority conflict, people work on the highest-priority project first. For complex projects, you need to prioritize
tasks based on project priority as well as whether or not those tasks are on the project's critical path.
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